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JDC-ETHIOPIA                                                                               

Spine and heart                            
International life-saving surgery program  

2018 Report

Dear friends and supporters: 

“Whoever saves a single life is considered to have saved an entire world.”  
Talmud Sanhedrin 4:5

We aim to straighten the backs, and fix the hearts of Ethiopian 
youth. At year end, we want to give you an update, thank you and 

ask for your support. 



History: In 2006, we began work at Mother Teresa’s Mission, treating patients 
with spinal deformities, heart disease, and cancer. In 2011, we expanded to 
Yekatit 12 City Hospital. Last year, we moved to AaBET govt trauma hospital.  

Chief Physician: Rick Hodes, MD, MACP, internist trained at Johns Hopkins. 
Holder of 5 honorary doctorates, subject of book: This is a Soul: the Mission of 
Rick Hodes and films “Making the Crooked Straight” (HBO) and “Zemene.” 

Patients and diseases: Most are youths. Most hear of us from other patients, 
some referred by physicians and radio stories. Spine: scoliosis (idiopathic and 
congenital), kyphosis (congenital, TB), 5% neuromuscular, including old polio 
and neurofibromatosis. Hearts – rheumatic and congenital. Cancer: Hodgkins, 
osteosarcoma. When possible we take special challenges: huge jaw tumors and 
unusual deformities like Madura head, fibrous dysplasia of the orbit, huge 
ameloblastoma, hyena maulings. 
 

Patient Numbers: grown from 20 new spines in 2006, to 
355 this year (Nov). From 11 new heart patients in 
2006, to 80 this year. Surgeries:  Hearts - 14 surgeries in 
2008, will have ~12 this year. Spine surgeries: 11 in 
2006, Will have ~ 125 this year. Some pts have >1 surg. 

Severity: Most have spinal angles >100o. About 15% have 
horizontal spines. We’ve discovered new deformities: 
TT – tabletop spines, gamma spines, saxophone spines.  

Treatment: Medical treatment done locally. Cardiac 
surgery at Amrita Hospital (India) and Wolfson Med 
Center (Israel, planned). Spine surgery in Ethiopia by 
visiting teams (Texas, Chicago, Ghana). Difficult patients are sent to FOCOS 
Hospital in Accra, Ghana. The majority go into walking traction (23 hours/day) 
for ~4 months, before surgery. Children get adjustable “growing rods.” Cancer 
patients referred to the university hospital in Addis, we supply meds. Biopsies 
analyzed at U. Rochester (NY).  

Complications: Several paralyses, 6 deaths (over 12 years), post-op infections, 
many rod complications. 

Trainees: This year we convened a “Spine Group,” consisting of 10 Ethiopian 
ortho+neuro surgeons + several faculty. We met with Dr. Boachie and email 
cases around. A British spine group visited and taught this month. We are 
assisting Ethiopian docs to study spine abroad and planning a partnership with 
Hadassah Hospital (Jerusalem).  

Some of our successes: 
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New Spine Patients 

Meet Biruk, 10:  
Biruk’s grandmother once took me aside to ask “will you please operate on Brook before I die?”  I asked 
her age. She has no idea. She does not remember the Italian invasion – October, 1935. She was already 
married during Emperor Haile Selassie’s reign. She has to be at least 70.
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Bires, 25,  dropped out of school in 9th grade due to taunting from 
students about his deformed back. He worked as a day laborer and shined 
shoes. He entered a program in Gondar training handicapped people to 
become tailors, using foot-powered sewing machines. One day a 
classmate took him aside and showed him his back, saying “I used to be 
like you, but a doctor in Addis sent me to Ghana for traction and 
surgery.” Bires graduated #2 out of 120 students, and told his brother, an 
Orthodox priest, he needed to come to Addis Ababa. The priest told his wife 
he would sell a cow to raise the $15 busfare. His wife said “no way.”  
        Instead, the brothers walked for 8 days, ~ 250 miles. We asked 
“Where did you sleep at night?” “Egzabher engida,” they replied, literally 
“guest of God.” At night they would knock on a stranger’s door and say “we 
are guests sent to you by God, please let us in.” Every night they were 
welcomed, given a basin, water and soap to wash their feet, fed a large 
meal, and shown out in the morning.  
We sent Bires to Ghana, for 5 months traction, followed by 2 surgeries. He        
is now hoping to buy a sewing machine to open a tailor shop. 

Bires and his brother arriving 
at clinic 

She has been married 3 times. First was as a 10 year old. They were together for 2 years, no 
children. Second was disrupted by their cows developing rabies after being bitten by a rabid dog. 
She went home to her family, her husband went elsewhere. The had 1 daughter who died as a baby. 

The third husband was the father of 3 children. All died. She 
is left only with Brook, her grandson.  

“To loose 1 baby is very tough. I have lost 4. It is so 
difficult. As a human, I have to go on, to live and eat.”  

We asked what she thinks of Brook, age 10. “I love him. I 
don’t believe my own eyes – I always want to look at him, 
and nothing else.”  

“When he developed a bad back,” she continued, “I was 
afraid I would lose him as well. I went to a health center in 
Yirer. We were sent to 4 other hospitals before we found 
you. God gave me Dr. Rick, like rain.” 

We asked about how she lives. Someone gave her a home, it sounds like a lean-to, with corrugated 
walls and an open ceiling. It rains into the home. Neighbors walk by and give her a bit of money 
each day to live and buy food. The kindness Ethiopians can show towards each other never ceases to 
amaze me. There is a neighborhood latrine and water source. 

Brook went to Ghana and had surgery earlier this year. We found that he also has a heart condition, 
but not one which prevents surgery. He had a significant S-curve, but it was less than 100 degrees, 
and he was operated without traction. He had growing rods implanted, and wears a brace while he 
is awake. 

My staff was so taken by the state of penury, that we finished the interview and asked them to wait 
outside, and the interviewer took 200 birr from his pocket and gave it to the grandmother.  
  
Brook now has a future, and his grandmother has another reason to keep going.



Progress:  
‣ We’ve identified spinal deformity as a major health issue in Ethiopia. 
‣ Following about 3000 spine patients, over 800 spine surgeries performed.  
‣ Following over 1000 heart patients, over 145 surgeries and procedures. 
‣ Identified Ethiopians with the rarest diseases in the world: CLOVES, FOP, UHL’s, 

Beals, TableTop, gamma spine, alpha, and neurofibroma.  
‣ We believe we’ve discovered a new form of neurofibromatosis.  
‣ Daily networking: MDs in -Israel, Ghana, India, USA, Germany. 
‣ Ethiopian spine nurses trained at FOCOS Hospital in Ghana.  
‣ Representing our patients at SRS - Scoliosis Research Society - 2 past  presidents 

are close partners.  
‣ Following perhaps the largest “growing-rod” cohort in the world.  
‣ Half the participants in the International FOX Study of severe deformity are ours.  
‣ 4 documentary films about our work, including “Making the Crooked 

Straight” (HBO), and “Zemene,” winner of multiple “Best” awards 
‣ This year: First use of MAGEC magnetic growing rods in E. Africa. 
‣ We are planning a major genetics initiative.  
‣ This year Rick lectured in Israel (ped neurosurgery), Texas radiology, 

Cleveland Clinic, Case Western, Stanford, and Michigan. He became a 
Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians (UK). 

‣ Ethiopia government has tentatively allocated space for a spine center.  
‣ Well over 100 patients on waiting lists for surgery.  
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Letter from a father: (Shortened) 
Dear Dr. Rick -  
Life is full of transitions. People are born, they grow and change, they die. There are a lot of 
intermediate steps. It’s important to remember that it isn’t always about life or death.  
This letter of appreciation is about one of these intermediate steps, I wanted to thank you not only 
about what you did to my son, Dagmawi, but more so on behalf of the children & families you are 
supporting beyond your professional obligation. 

The good things you are doing have wiped out tears from sighing mothers and paste joy and happiness 
on the face of the needy children. This world is full of sin and the sheer size and frequency of its 
inequity would force one to think that this planet is hurling to its own destruction. But it is my 
conviction that good-hearted people like you are the ones who stop this planet from its suicidal 
mission. 
I thank you on behalf of the many Ethiopian children who have benefited from your medical & social 
care. I am truly at a loss for words in expressing my gratitude to you and your organization.  

The Eyobs 

Background: Dagmawi came to us in 2006 as a high school student with a 
congenital spinal deformity. He did not want surgery. He sat with Dejene, 
Dr. Rick’s son, who described his own surgery for an hour, and then 
agreed to surgery. Last year he graduated from medical school!

Eyob in 2006 Dr. Eyob now!

MAGEC in use
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Yerusalem is a 15 year old, 8th grade student. She lives with her 
family in a mud-walled home with an aluminum roof in Addis 
Ababa. Though she is teased in school, and called 
“Gobeh,” (hunchback), she is optimistic and always smiling.  

Her dad is a guard, mom is a cleaner, and together they make 
about $4 per day, which supports their family of 4.  

Yerus is a top student in her school and wants to study chemical 
engineering, to invent new medicines.  

She has a severe scoliosis with an S-curve, and her lung capacity 
has decreased to 35%.  She must have traction and surgery soon.

Belen is a 6 year old girl. Her mom was married in Gondar, but 
when the dad saw that his daughter was deformed, he wanted 
to send her to live in the countryside. Mom divorced him, took 
Belen, and moved to Addis to be near us. She found a job 
washing clothes. She makes ~ $1 per day.  

Half goes for rent for a 1-room mud house. There is a public 
water and latrine; she buys food and cooking gas.  

Blen is tiny-she weighs 25 lbs, and 33 inches tall. But so 
energetic! She walks 30 minutes to get to school.  

She has a severe deformity of her spine, which is at a right 
angle, with malformed bones and ribs. Her spinal cord is split by a piece 
of bone (diasto). She needs traction and a VEPTR to point the ribs in the 

right direction.

Temesgen is a 15 year old from Wellega, a 10 hours bus ride 
from us. His dad works in construction, making about $100/
month. He is in elementary school. They live in a mud-walled 
home with aluminum roof and several light bulbs. He loves 
playing soccer with his brother.  Kids tease him and call him 
“gobu,” an Oromo insult. He came to the capital and was 
eventually referred to us. Temesgen has severe scoliosis and 
needs traction, followed by surgery. 

Elilta Kedamawit Mieso Yetimwork

Meet some future surgery patients:



Future:   
Can do better:  We  need to improve handling info, data, and donor 
communication. Feel free to ask us questions! 
‣ Patients: We expect more than 1 new deformity per day. 
‣ Great need for surgery.  
‣ We expect more Ethiopian government involvement.  
‣ Working towards training several competent Ethiopian spine surgeons, + nurses, 

therapists, and doctors.  
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Patients are never charged. We must raise $9000/heart surgery. Ghana traction+surgery = 
$26K, including transport.  ~$1.5K for cancer treatment. $5500 will completely educate a 
nurse/midwife. While this is a JDC project, we must raise the bulk of funds ourselves. JDC 
takes a 10% “Global Administration Charge” for accounting, reporting, logistics and 
oversight. Contact us for possible alternatives. We aim to raise $2 million/ year.

With gratitude: Main Partners and supporters:

Rick Hodes, MD, MACP
Medical Director, AJJDC-Ethiopia

Donations:  
www.rickhodes.org goes into our budget line at JDC.  
Donations to us via the JDC.org website must be designated to us, using:  
https://www.jdc.org/dr-rick-hodes/ 

Mailing:  JDC-Global accounting  
                220 E 42nd St. #400, NY, NY 10017  
    Must be marked “Ethiopia Medical” to get to us. 

Please help us! Money is our limiting factor in saving lives. All gifts are tax-deductible.Contact us 

http://rickhodes.org
http://JDC.org
https://www.jdc.org/dr-rick-hodes/

